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1 Introduction

One of the central problems in the theory of Gibbs measures is the description of infinite-

volume (or limiting) Gibbs measures corresponding to a given Hamiltonian. The existence of

such measures for a wide class of Hamiltonians was established in the ground-breaking work of

Dobrushin (see, [S]). However, the complete analysis of the set of limiting Gibbs measures for a

specific Hamiltonian is often a difficult problem. On a cubic lattice, for small values of = T)

where T > is the temperature, a Gibbs measure is unique QS] [Pr]) this reflects a physical fact

that at high temperatures there is no phase transition. But the analysis for low temperatures

requires specific assumptions about the model, in particular, about the form of the Hamiltonian.

In particular, if there are only binary interactions then the problem of describing limiting Gibbs

measures is more feasible. The classical example of such a model is the Ising model, with two

values of spin 1. It was considered in [Prl,[Zal) and became actively researched in the 1990's

and afterwards (see [BG], [B], [BRSSZ]).

In this paper we consider an Ising model on a Cayley tree with competing interactions. The

goal of the paper is to study ground states and Gibbs measures of the model. The method of

our investigation is a contour method on the Cayley tree, which we will develop here.

Contour methods have been used in the mathematical physics community for many years.

In the simplest application, one first rewrites the model under consideration in terms of contour

representing the boundaries between regions where the spin variable in question is constant, and

then uses a so-called Peierls argument to show that large contours are rare, thus proving that

the leading configurations consist of large oceans of the one spin value, with only small islands

of minority spins QM],[S]). The techniques of this method is globally known as the Pirogov-Sinai

theory or contour arguments. This technique was pioneered by Peierls [P] in his study of the Ising

model, later formalized more precisely by Griffiths and Dobrushin [GD]. The original agument

benefited from the particular symmetries of the Ising model. The adaptation of the method to

the treatment of non-symmetric models is not trivial, and was developed by Pirogov and Sinai

[M],[S], [PS1],[PS2]. Later, a particularly enlightening alternative version of the argument was

put forward by Zahradnik [Z].

Note, that the Pirogov-Sinai theory on the Cayley tree is not developed. The method used for

the description of Gibbs measures on Cayley tree is the method of Markov random field theory

and recurrent equations of this theory [GRj,[GRl]jGR2j, [MR], [NRI, [R1j,[R2j,[R3], [RS]. But,

if we consider non-symmetric models on the Cayley tree, then the description of Gibbs measures

becomes a difficult problem: in this situation, a nonlinear operator W that maps R' (for some

> 1) into itself appears and the problem is then to describe the fixed points of this operator.

Also implementing this method it is very difficult to prove extremity of a disordered Gibbs

measure. This problem is not easy even for symmetric models on Cayley tree, which have been

studied by Bleher [13] for the Ising model and by Ganikhodiaev and Rozikov [R11 for the Potts
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model on the Cayley tree.

Note, that extremal Gibbs measures are important, since they describe the possible macro

states of physical system. The Gibbs measures of models on Zd described using the Pirogov-

Sinai theory are automatically extrernal. So it is crucial to develop the Pirogov-Sinai theory on

Cayley tree.

2 Definitions and preliminary results

The Cayley tree Ik (see [Ba]) of order k > I is an infinite tree, i.e., a graph without cycles, the

degree of each vertex of which is equal to k + edges issue. Let I'k = V, L, i) , where V is

the set of vertexes of 1,k , L is the set of edges of rk and i is the incidence function associating

each edge E L with its endpoints x, y E V If i(l = jx, yj, then x and y are called nearest

neighbo7ing vertexes, and we write =< x, y > The distance d(x, y), x, y E V on the Cayley

tree is defined by the formula

d(x, y) minjdj 3x = XO, X1 .... Xd-1 Xd = y E V such that

the pairs < xO, x > < Xd-1, Xd > axe nearest neighboring vertexesi-

For the fixed x 0 E V we set

Wn = x E V I d(x x = n,

V = U =1 W,, = Ix E V I d(x, xO) n} M

Ln=j1=<xy>EL I xyEVj-

Denote x = d(x, xO) x E V.

A collection of the pairs < x, x > --- < Xd-1, Y > is called a path from x to y and we write

7r(x, y) . We write x < y if the path from xo to y goes through x.

It is known that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the set V of vertexes of

the Cayley tree of order k > and the group Gk of the free products of k + cyclic groups of

the second order with generators a, a2, ... , ak 1 

Let us define a group structure on the group I`k as follows. Vertices which correspond to the

words" g, h E Gk are called nearest neighbors and are connected by an edge if either g = hai

or h = gaj for some i or j. The graph thus defined is a Cayley tree of order k.

Consider a left (resp. right) transformation shift on Gk defined as: for go E Gk we put

Tg,,h = goh (resp. Tg,,h = hgo,) Vh E Gk-

It is easy to see that the set of all left (resp. right) shifts on Gk is isomorphic to the group Gk-
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2.1 Configuration space and the model

We consider models where the spin takes values in the set -1 1 A configuration a on

V is then defined as a function x E V - o-(x) E -lb; the set of all configurations coincides with

= bV. Assume the group of spatial shifts acts on Q. We define a periodic configuration as a

configuration o(x) which is invariant under a subgroup of shifts G* C Gk of finite index. For ak

given periodic configuration the index of the subgroup is called the period of the configuration.

A configuration that is invariant with respect to all shifts is called translational-invariant.

The Hamiltonian of the Ising model with competing interactions has the form

H (a = J E a (x) o (y) + J2 1: a W a )

<X'Y> XYEV: d(xy)=2

where J, J2 E R are coupling constants and E Q.

2.2 Gibbs measure

We consider a standard algebra.F of subsets of Q generated by cylinder subsets, all probability

measures are considered on A probability measure it is called a a Gibbs measure (with

Hamiltonian H) if it satisfies the DLR equation: V = 2... and E (v-:

A la E Q OIv = j t, (&-,) VW- (a.)
=

where V. is the conditional probability
'�'Iw�"

V.
1/W1Wn+1 (a. = Z-l(wlw.,I)exp(-#H(o,.Ilujlw,,,,))-

where > Here oIv, and wlw,+, denote the restriction of W E to ,, and Wj

respectively. Next, , is a configuration in ,, and Ho,,jjwjw,+j) is defined as the sum H(o,,,) +

U(u,,,wlw,+,) where

H J, 0'(X)O'(Y) + J2 O'Wa(y) (2)
<xy>: xyEV. d(xy)=2: XYEV�

U(U.,L,)Iw.+, = J 0,(X)W(Y)+
<XY>: XEV,, YEW.+i

+ J2 0'(X)L')(Y) + J2 L,)(X)L,)(y)

d(xy)=2: XEV., YEW�+i d(xy)=2: XYEW.+l

Finally, Zwlw.+,) stands for the partition function in ,, with the boundary condition W,+1:

Z(wjw.+�) exp(-OH(&.jjwjw,+j).

It is known (see [S]) that for any sequence w(') cz Q, any limiting point of the measures V-VnwlnllWn+l

is a Gibbs measure. Here 1/ n is a measure on Q such that Vn > n:
,,(n)lWn+l

Vn
- V, (n) (On'lVn), if On'IV.,\V, v, \ �

n fo E : V = oj W-+1
vw(n)IW.+, 0, otherwise.
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3 Ground states

For simplicity in the sequel we will consider the Cayley tree of order two e k=2.

The ground states for models on the cubic lattice Zd was studied in [CD], [Kj,[PSI]jPS2j.

For a pair of configurations a and �p that coincide almost everywhere, i.e. everywhere except

for a finite number of positions, we consider a relative Hamiltonian H(o-, �0), the difference

between the energies of the configurations a, �p of the form

H(o,, W = J E (o,(x)o,(y - W(x)W(y)) + J2 E (o,(x)o-(y - p(x)W(y)), (3)
<X'Y> d(xy)=2

where J = JI, J2) E R 2 is an arbitrary fixed parameter.

Let M be the set of unit balls V with vertexes in V. We call the restriction of the con-

figuration o, to the ball b E M the bounded configuration Ub. We shall say that two boundary

configurations Ob and a' belong to the same class if one of them can be obtained from the otherV

by replacing all values of the configuration a' or Ob by the opposite values and up to any motionV

in G2-

It is easy to show that the number of such classes is 4 Let b = le, al, a2, a3l be the ball with

the center e, where e is the identity of G2 and aj, i = 1 2 3 are the generators of the group. Then

01 = {-I, -I, I, -11, U2 U3 4b b b O'b are

representatives of each 4 classes.

By C, i = 1 2 3 4 we denote the i - th class of configurations.

Define the energy of ball b for configuration or by

U (Ob) =- U (Orb, J) 1J1 E 0'(X)O'(Y) + J2 o' W 0 (Y) (4)
2 <XY>, -TyEb xYEb: d(xy)=2

The function U(Ub) on every class C takes one and the same value, i.e., if Orb E Ci and 0", Cib

then U(o-b = U(ob,), and therefore we denote by Uj the value of U(orb o class i = 1 23,4 It

is easy to see that

3 3
U = J + M2, U2 J - J2, U3 J + M2, U4 J - J2. (5)

2 2 2 2

Lemma 31. The relative Hamiltonian 3) has the form

II (, 0 = 1 (U (b - U ((Pb) - (6)
bEM

Proof. Note that for any two points x and y such that < x, y > there are exactly 2 unit

balls for which x and y are vertexes. Also, for any two points u and v such that d(u, v = 2

there exist a unique ball for which u and v are vertexes. This completes the proof.
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Lemma 32. For any class Ci and for any bounded configuration Ob E C there exists a

periodic configuration with a period non exceeding 2 such that WV E Ci for any E M and

Wb = Ub 

Proof. Consider 4 separate cases.

Case C1. In this case configuration coincides with translational-invariant configuration

WI = W(x) _= + 1 or W = W(x) =_ - 1. Thus the period of is .

Case C2- We continue the bounded configuration Ob E C2 to the whole lattice r k by means

of shifts through g E H = x E G2 : number of the a, in x is event. Note that 'HI is a

normal subgroup of G2 of index 2 So we obtain a periodic configuration with period 2 (=index

of the subgroup) which we denote by W; then Wb = Orb- It is easy to see that all restrictions

Wb, b E M configuration belongs to C2. Consequently, U(Wb = U(Wbl) for any b, V E M.

Case C3 In this case let us consider H2 = f x E G2 jj is event. Note that R2 is also a

normal subgroup of G2 of index 2 The proof is then similar to the proof of Case C2-

Case C4. The proof is similar to the proof of case C2. Here one can take H12 = fx E G2

WJ(X) + W2(X) is event, where w(x) is the number of a in x E G2. Note that R12 is also a

normal subgroup of G2 of index 2 The lemma is proved.

Definition 33. A periodic configuration a is called a ground state for the relative Hamil-

tonian H if

U(ab = minf U,, U2, U3, U41, for any b E M. (7)

Remark. A ground state can be defined differently as a periodic configuration a such that

for any configuration a that coincides with a almost everywhere and H (a, a) 0. It is easy to see

that from definition 33 second definition follows i.e. H(a, or) 0. In S1],[PS2] it was proved

that these two definitions are equivalent for Hamiltonians on Zd. But there is a problem to prove

of the equivalentness for Hamiltonians on the Cayley tree: normally the ratio of the number of

boundary sites to the number of interior sites of a lattice becomes small in the thermodynamic

limit of a large system. For the Cayley tree it does not, since both numbers grow exponentially

like kn.

24 A separation of the set of parameter J G R

We set

Ui (J = U b, J), if Ob E C, i = 1 2 3 4.

The quantity Uj(J) is a linear function of the parameter J E R 2- For every fixed = 2 3 4

we denote by A, the set of points J such that

U. (J = min U (J), U2 (J), U3 (J), U4 (J) (8)
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It is easy to check that

Al = J E R' J, 0; J + V2 < ;

A = fJE R 2 j, < 0; J + V2 0;

A = {J E R 2 j, > 0; J - 42 0;

A = J E R 2 j > 0; J - V2 0;

2 = 4and R Z=lAi.

5 Description of a set of ground states

For every point J E R 2 we divide the sets Ai, i = 1 2 3 4 into two casses of sets A,, ... ,Am,

and A,+J, ... Am4 such that

J En r=lAm and j U4=,+, Am.,
q q q

where < r < 4 mq E f 1 23,4} and M. 0 mp if p q- p, q E 1 23,41.

Lemma 5.1 A periodic configuration a is a ground state for the relative Hamiltonian H if

= Ur=lCm,.for b G M it is true that ab E C(ml, ---mr), where Cml,..., M,) q

ProoL The condition 9) corresponds exactly to

Um, = ... = U < minfUm.) q = r + 41.

What we require follows from definition 33.

Suppose two unit balls b and are neighbors, i.e., have a common edge. We shall then say

that the two bounded configurations Ub and o-' are compatible if they coincide on the commonbl

edge of balls b and .

Lemma 52. Suppose condition 9) is satisfied and that for any Ob E C(Ml, ---,Mr) and

for any ball that neighbors b there exists exactly one bounded configuration a' that belongsbl

to C(ml, --.,Mr) and is compatible with Ub; then the period of the ground state a with ab E

C(ml,..., M,) for any b E M does not exceed 2.

Proof. We fix some bo E M. By lemma 32 there exists a periodic configuration O' with a

period not exceeding 2 such that Ub = ab,, and 0b E C (M 1, ---, M,) for any b E M. We show that

a = a. If this is not so, there exist two neighboring balls b and such that ab = O'b and ab' 0 Ob',

i.e. for the bounded configuration ab E Cml,..., M,) and for the ball that is the neighbor of b

there exist two different bounded configurations Ob, and ab, belonging to C(ml, ... , M,) We have
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obtained an assertion that contradicts the condition of lemma 52. Therefore, the period of a

does not exceed 2.

Lemma 53. Suppose condition () is satisfied and that for some Ub E Cmj,...,m,) and

for some ball Y, that is a neighbor of b, there exists two bounded configurations o-1 2

that belong t C(mi, ---, Mr) which are compatible with 0%; then the relative Hamiltonian H has

infinitely many ground states.

Proof. In accordance with lemma 32, there exist periodic configurations al and -2 with

period not exceeding 2 whose restriction to ball are bounded configurations 2

respectively. We construct the following configuration at

o" (x) if I x I E [2tp - 2t; 2tp)
a, W 01 2 X) if I xI E [2tp; 2tp + 2t)

where tp E 11,2,...I. For any b E M it is true that at E C(Mi'...'Mq), and therefore at is ab

ground state. Since t E 1 2...} is arbitrary, the number of ground states is infinite. The lemma

is proved.

Summaries, we have

Theorem 54. For any J E R 2\ (fJ E R 2 j = O U J E R 2 j = ±4J2, J2 0) the

Period of a ground state for the relative Hamiltonian H does not exceed 2. On J E R 2 j,

0 U J E R 2 J = ±4J2, J2 them are infinitely many ground states.

6 The Peierls condition

By theorem 54 it is obvious that there exist not more than 2 4 = 16 ground states with a period

not exceeding 2 For every point x E V we denote by V2(x) the ball

V2(x = f y E V : d(x, y = 21

We denote the restriction of configuration o, to V2(x) by pr (a, V2(x)).

Definition 6.1. Let l ... I 0.q be the complete set of all ground states of the relative Hamil-

tonian H and suppose their period does not exceed 2 The ball V2(x) is said to be an improper

ball of the configuration o if pr(o-, V2(x)) pr(ai, V2(x)) for any j 1,...q. The union of the

improper balls of the configuration o is called the boundary of the configuration and is denoted

by 9(o,).

Definition 62. The relative Hamiltonian H with ground states 0,q satisfies the Peierls

condition if for any j q and any configuration coinciding almost everywhere with ,

H > A.9(o-)j,
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where A is a positive constant that does not depend on o, and 10(u I is the number of unit balls

in 9(o-).

Theorern 63. Suppose the ets A,, are split in such a way that condition 9) holds. If any

bounded configuration Ub E C(m 1, ... , m,) and for any that is a neighbor of b there exists exactly

one bounded configuration o E Cml,..., m,) compatible with Ob then the Peierls condition is

satisfied.

Proof. It follows from lemma 52 that the period of a ground state does not exceed 2 so

that there are not more than 2 ground states. We prove the fulfillment of the Peierls condition.

Suppose o coincides almost everywhere with the ground state o-� and b E a(u). Among the four

vertexes of the ball b there is a vertex x E b such that V2(x) o9(a). Indeed, one can take the

center of b for x. In the ball V2(x) there exists a unit ball such that U(orbl - U(O'b,) > El where

4 = minf U.,, p =r + 41 - U,,,,. Since o-j is a ground state, U(Ub) > U(C'b.) for any b E M.

Thus for any b E o9(a),

1: (U(Ubl) U(O')) 'El

VEV(b)

where V(b = UxEbV2(X)- Since V(b)l = 21,

H (O, S-1) (U (Ob - U Ujb.)) (U (7b - U 0-'b)) > a(O' I 

bEM bE8(a) 2 1

Therefore, the Peierls condition is satisfied for A = . The theorem is proved.21

7 The existence of two Gibbs measures

In this section we consider the model (1) with J = and shall prove that there are at least two

Gibbs measures for the model. Note that the result it was proved [Pr] using theory of Markov

random fields and recurrent equations of this theory. Here we shall use our "contour method"

on the Cayley tree. The existence of several Gibbs measures (for some values of parameters

J1, J2) is a mathematical expression of the well-known physical phenomenon - the coexistence

of several aggregate states (or phases) of the matter.

We recall that the Ising model ((1) with J = 0) is a lattice spin system described by a

configuration of "spins" inside A C V, o = o,(x) E f -1 1, x E Al, in which only neighboring

spins interact. The energy HA(orj�p) of the configuration a in the presence of the boundary

configuration � = f �p(x), x E V \ Al is expressed by the formula

HA (U I 0 = J1 1: or(X)O,(Y + Ji E a W �O (Y) (10)
<xY>: xYEA <xy>: xEA, yEV\A

We consider the case J < - the so-called ferromagnetic Ising model. For simplicity

(without loss of generality) we put J = 1. By theorem 54 and theorem 63 the Hamiltonian
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(10) satisfies the Peierls condition with two ground states =_ and �p_ =_ - . The particular

interest for the Ising model is due primarily to the fact that for the Ising model with k = 2 the

thermodynamic functions can be calculated explicitly.

The Gibbs measure on the space QA = _1 1A with boundary condition �0 is defined in the

usual way.

YAo(ulw = i",3 (u = Z - (A, , �o) exp (-,3HA (o I W)),A

where Z(A,,3, W) is the normalizing factor (statistical sum). The main goal of the section is to

prove the following

Theorem 71. For all sufficiently large there are at least two Gibbs measures for the

two-dimensional (i.e. k = 2 ferromagnetic sing model on the Cayley tree.

ProoE Let us consider a sequence of balls on 2

VI C V2 C ... C Vn C --, UV = V,

and two sequences of boundary conditions outside these balls:

�Pn,+ =_ 1, n = 2 ... , Wn, - 1, n = 2,

W� + �OnEach two sequences of measures yV,:13 ,n = 2 ... I and IL Vn:O n = 2 ... I contain a conver

gent subsequence (see [S, Theorem 121). We denote the corresponding limits by Po yo

first and second sequence respectively. Our purpose is to show for a sufficiently large these

measures are different. Now we describe a boundary of configuration which is more simple than

was defined in section 6.

Consider Vn, let Vn C Vn, V = it E Vn : o(t = -11. For any A c V denote

,9A = x E V \ A 3y E A, < xy >.

Consider the graph G = V,,, L' ), where

n= 1 =< xy >E L : xy E VnJ-

It is clear, that for a fixed n the graph G' contains a finite number of connected subgraphs Gn

i.e.

Gn = Gn'..., Gn , Gn = Vn,i, L(')).1 M i n

Definition 72. The boundary 9n is called the boundary of the configuration V7)

o (x), x E V I and is denoted by o9(o (V,,)). The set Wn',j, i = 1, ... , m is called the contour of

the boundary o9(o-(Vn)). The set Vi is called the interior of the contour aVn,i and the set Vn 

called the interior of the boundary o9(a(Vn)).
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Note that any collection of contours uniquely determines configuration a inside V, (for a

fixed constant configuration �o outside V). Indeed, going from a point x of a boundary of A to

X E V (where x0 is a point, which corresponds to e E G2) through the unique path 7(x, x)

we put +1 until the first point of 0(o-(A)) on 7(xxo), crossing the point we put -1 until the

second point of 9(o-(A)) on 7r(x, x0) and crossing this point we put +1 and so on.

Lemma 73. Let -y be a fixed contour and p(-y = Ajo- : -y E 49(o-(V,,))}. Then
13

p+(-y) exp{-2,31-yll,

where -yJ stands for a number of elements of the set -y.

ProoE For any o, which coincides with �o+ = outside of we have

Hv. (o = H (o (V.)) H (o (V.) (V \ V�,) = - I .+ 1 1 + 21,9(o (V.)) .

Indeed,

Hv. (a) 0'(x)o-(Y = -E+ E,
<xy>, jxy)nv�mho

where E(E-) is the part of the sum taken for such fxyl, that o-(x = o-(y), (o-(x) -o,(y)).

It is easy to see that [by definition of o9(o-(V,,))] -E- = I,9(o-(V,,)) 1. The total number of x, yj

with jx, y n ,, is equal to JVnj + aVn - = n+11 - .

Consequently,

E = V+1 - - E-1 = V+1 - 1 + E-

Thus,

Hv.(a = - IV.+11 - 2E = - IV+11 + 2IY(o-(V.))J.

By definition we have (where A = ,,)

P+ (-Y = F-a(A):-YCa(.(A)) expf -OHA(o,)l

Z,(A) expl-OHA(a)l

-a(A):-,Ca(-(A)) exp{OJA + OJaAJ - 20Ja(o-(A)) -3}

E,(A) expf OJAI 01,9A - 2,31,9(o,(A) I0}

E.(A):-,Ca(.(A)) expf -201,9(a(A) II

E (A) exp I - 2,31,9 (o (A)) I I

Denote

F-, (A) -y C 9(o- (A))

Ey = o-(A) : n,9(o-(A) = .

Define the map Xy; Fj ----> F�- as follows: for o(A) E F we destroy the contour changing the

values o(x) inside of to 1. The constructed configuration is Xy(o,(A)) E y.

11



It is clear that

O(o,(A)) 9(X-, (o,(A))) U -y,

J,9(o-(A))J J,9(Xy(o-(A)))J +

For a given -y the map Xy is a one-to-one map.

Further, we can write

P+ (-Y = E,(A)EF, expf -201,9o,(A) 11
E,(A)expj-2,3I,9o,(A)Ij

E,(A)EF, expj-2,3I,9(o,(A))Jj <

E,(A)EF�- expj-2,3Ji9(o-(A))Ij

E,(A)EF, expf -2,31,9(a(A) II A-2,31-yj}.
E,(A)EF, expf -2PJ,9(Xy (o-(A)) II

The lemma is proved.

Lemma 74. For all sufficiently large 3, there is a constant C = C(P > 0, such that

Y'fo-(A): IyI>ClnIAJ forsome -yE,9(o,(A))}-*O,13

as JAI ---� oo.

Proof. Denote by Nt(r = 01-y : t E -y, I-y = r the number of different contours with

t E and Iy = r. Note that Nt(r) < 3 - 2+'.

Suppose > In 2 then2

r+1 2,3rP+ fo,(A) :y E a(o,(A)), t E -y, Ju = rj < 3 2 e

Al f o,(A) : -y E 9(a(A)), t E -y, Iyj > C1 In JAI I 
13

3 2r+1 e20r < 6 (2 - e-2,8)r

r>Cl In JAI r>Cl In JAI

6(2 e-2,3)Cl In JAI 6IAIC1(In2-2,3)

I - 2e-20 - 2e-2,3

where C will be defined later.

Thus, we have

F+jo,(A) : 3-y E a(o-(A)), 1y > C In AII 61AIC'(ln2-20)+l
13 1 - 2e-20

The last expression tends to zero if JAI --+ oo and C > 2 1n2. The lemma is proved.

Lemma 75. If e E A Then uniformly by A

Y+ f a (A) : o (e) 1 0,13
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as 3 --+ co.

ProoL If o-(e = -1, then e is a point for the interior of some contour, we shall write this

as e E Int-y. Assume t E -y and e E Int-y then for any such contour we have J^/I >- t 2.

Consequently,

A+ f o (A) : e E Int7, t E -X < C In I A13

C1 In JAI -20)r 6(2e-20)ltl+2
6 1: 2 e - 2e-20

r=ltl+2

A+fo,(e = 1} fo-(A) : e E Int-y, - C a(o,(A))} 0 P�

6C1 In JAI (2 e20)JtJ+2
- 2e-2,8- + p+f o-(A) : 3-y a(o-(A)), such that, Jyj C In JAI <0

JtJ=1

48e-6,3 61AIC, (In 2e-2,3)+l
(I - 2e-2T + - I - 2e-2 - (1 1)

For JAI � oo and ---� oo from (11) we get jo,(e = -11 --+ 0. The lemma is proved.0
Let us continue the proof of theorem 71. By lemma 75 we have

+ 1
-1 < - ' (12)

Using a similar argument one can prove

Y'3 f o, (e) + 1 < (13)
2

By 13) we have

-1 > (14)
2

Thus, from 12) and 14) we have lt+ =� M. The theorem 71 is proved.0 0

Definition 76. A Gibbs measure tLo, for Hamiltonian H is called small deviation of a

fixed configuration V E if for any n > 

lim sup p'3(O' : o,(V.(x)) -'� �O(V-(X)) = (15)
)3-- xEV

Theorem 77. The Gibbs measures pt y- of ferromagnetic sing model on a Cayley tree13 0
of order 2 are small deviations of the ground states = and W- = 1 respectively.

13



Proof.

ACV�(x)

JAIlt,3fc:o,(e)=-11=C(n)tL+fu(e)=-11, (16))3
ACV�(x)

where C(n) = EACV.(x) JAI. It is easy to see that C(n) depends only on n. Using lemma 75

from 16) we get (15). The theorem is proved.

From theorem 77 it additional information about the structure of the "typical" configu-

rations for each of the constructed measures follows. Namely, for the IL + (P-) almost every

configuration o is such that on a connected set whose density on the Cayley tree tends to unity

as -* oo the configuration o coincides with (�p_), and all the connected components of

the set f x a x) =,4 �p+ (x)} (jx : a (x) W_ (x) ) are finite.
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